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Executive Summary 

On June 7, 2013, Democracy Live submitted a request of the newest version of LiveBallot (LiveBallotTM, 
Version 1.9.1) to the Florida Division of Elections for approval as an electronic ballot delivery system 
(EBDS).  
 
The LiveBallot system is a web application available to county elections staff and voters with the use of 
any web-enabled computer.  The system allows absentee military and overseas civilian voters to retrieve 
and return, by mail or fax, an absentee ballot to the county Supervisor of Elections (SOE) office.  BVSC 
examined LiveBallot for election creation from the county Supervisor of Elections’ staff perspective, the 
usability of the voter interface, the accuracy of the correct balloting and voter registration information, 
and ballot marking and printing. This examination included the use of LiveBallot with Dominion Voting 
Systems, Inc. (GEMS) and Election Systems & Software, LLC (Unity) certified voting systems election 
definition files.   
 
By July 3, 2013, BVSC had received all of the documentation required to proceed with testing. The Bureau 
of Voting Systems Certification (BVSC) examined this system from August 12, 2013 through February 28, 
2014, in Tallahassee, Florida. The test period was prolonged because of various required code and 
documentation modifications that were identified during the test process.  It was not until December 20, 
2013, that BVSC received the complete code and documentation necessary to test the LiveBallot system. 
 
The results of the final examination verify that the LiveBallot system meets the requirements of the Florida 
Statutes and Rules, including the Florida Voting System Standards and the Florida Electronic Ballot 
Delivery System specifications.  BVSC recommends approval of LiveBallot, Version 1.9.1, through the end 
of the calendar year 2014 for Florida counties using the GEMS or Unity systems. BVSC recommends 
interim approval for LiveBallotTM, Version 1.9.1., for use by Florida counties using the GEMS or Unity 
systems. The approval is only through the end of the calendar year 2014. This electronic ballot delivery 
system is approved for this interim so that counties who have already received Federal Voting Assistance 
Program (FVAP) grants for these systems can proceed with these grants. However, as noted in the report, 
no future versions submitted for approval shall include the functionality of being able to edit the official 
election ballot from LiveBallotTM. 
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Introduction/System Overview 

On June 7, 2013, Democracy Live submitted a new initial application for approval of LiveBallottm, Version 
1.9.1 (LiveBallot), as an electronic ballot delivery system (EBDS). BVSC conducted testing during the period 
August 12, 2013 through February 28, 2014, in Tallahassee, Florida. 
 
Live Ballot is a an electronic ballot delivery system that absentee military and overseas civilian voters can 
use to retrieve and return, by mail or fax, an absentee ballot to the county Supervisor of Elections (SOE) 
office. It is a web-based application that displays the balloting information to the voter. 
 
Using the Internet, the voter has the ability to access his or her blank absentee ballot and voter 
certification online. The voter then has the option to print the marked ballot and voter certification for 
return to the county Supervisor of Elections’ office by either mail or fax or print their blank absentee ballot 
for manual marking and return to the county SOE by mail or fax.  

Objective 

The BVSC’s objective was to verify that the system submitted by Democracy Live met the requirements of 
the Florida Statutes and Rules, including the Florida Voting System Standards and the Florida Electronic 
Ballot Delivery System Specifications (Appendix B).  If the system was deemed to be satisfactory, BVSC 
would recommend the system for approval and use by Florida’s overseas and military (UOCAVA) voters 
and Florida county Supervisors of Elections’ offices that use the GEMS and Unity systems as part of their 
overall voting system. 

Scope 

This test effort included the examination of LiveBallot for use with the certified GEMS and Unity systems. 
However, other than producing the election definition files required for import into LiveBallot, BVSC did 
not review, examine, or test the previously certified GEMS and Unity voting systems. 

Background 

On September 25, 2011, Democracy Live submitted a request for a review of their electronic ballot 
delivery system, LiveBallot, for overseas and military voters. On September 29, 2011, BVSC notified 
Democracy Live of required information needed to move forward with the approval process. Democracy 
Live responded with the additional items on October 4, 2011. BVSC reviewed the information and began 
testing in October 2011. On December 14, 2011, the Division of Elections provided interim approval for 
use of LiveBallot with the Unity and GEMS systems in Florida elections. The Division chose to grant an 
interim approval because the LiveBallot application did not fully satisfy the requirement of allowing a 
county election official to use the system without Democracy Lives’ assistance in administering and 
implementing the upload of election data onto the Democracy Live website.  
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On April 5, 2012, the Division of Elections extended the interim approval of LiveBallot so that jurisdictions 
within Florida would be able to participate in federally-sponsored and/or funded programs to conduct 
research in new voting methods. The approval extension allowed a county to use the LiveBallot system 
through the end of the 2012 Primary and General Election cycle with the expiration date of November 7, 
2012.  
 
On June 7, 2013, Democracy Live again submitted a new application for the approval of LiveBallot. On July 
2, 2013, after reviewing the initial application and documentation, BVSC notified Democracy Live that the 
LiveBallot submission was incomplete and identified the missing items that needed to be submitted in 
order to consider the application complete. On July 3, 2013, Democracy Live submitted the missing 
information. BVSC approved the submittal and began testing on August 12, 2013.  
 
This test report includes results from the BVSC’s examination of the LiveBallot electronic ballot delivery 
system. The BVSC tested the system in its test lab at 2661 Executive Center Circle, Clifton Building, 
Tallahassee Florida, from Monday, August 12, 2013 through Friday, February 28, 2014. The test period 
was prolonged because of various required source code modifications and documentation changes that 
were identified during the test process, including as follows: 
 
On September 4, 2013, BVSC suspended testing due to an issue discovered during the ballot preview 
process.  This necessitated the implementation of a code change and, thus, BVSC was required to re-test 
LiveBallot from the beginning. On October 1, 2013, Democracy Live notified BVSC that the code 
modification had been finalized and uploaded to the website and testing began again that same day.  
 
On November 25, 2013, BVSC notified Democracy Live of inconsistencies with the GEMS and Unity 
administrative settings within the LiveBallot application and with the online instructional documentation 
for the county administrator module.  This revealed that there were configurable ‘administrative’ options 
available to Democracy Live personnel. BVSC explained that this information should have been submitted 
as a part of the technical data package and suspended testing until Democracy Live submitted this settings 
documentation. BVSC received the documentation on December 20, 2013, and after review and 
determination of the appropriate settings, BVSC sent the information back to Democracy Live for 
implementation. On February 12th BVSC again began testing.  Staff completed the examination on 
February 28, 2014. 
 
 

Components under Review 

BVSC reviewed the election administration and voter interface LiveBallot web-based applications.  
   
BVSC tested the configurable settings for the election administration module. The following account 
settings for all Florida counties using LiveBallot, Version 1.9.1., are configured with these specific settings. 
The following table lists each setting and whether the county has permission to make changes or are 
prevented from making changes:  
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Live Ballot Settings Permissions 

1. Election Settings  

Show dates on election selection pages  Allow 

2. Party Settings  

Non Partisan Party Code Allow 

Party Token Mapping (Array Values Not Supported Now) Prevent 

Open Primary Select Message: You are allowed to choose which ballot you would 
like to vote in this election. Please select a ballot below 

Prevent 

No Ballot Message: We were unable to find a ballot for you this election. Prevent 

Primary Logic Allow 

3. Ballot Header    

Ballot Title 1 Allow 

Ballot Title 2 Allow 

Ballot Title 3 Allow 

Ballot Title 4 Allow 

Title Image Prevent 

Show precinct number on ballot header  Allow 

Precinct Label: Precinct Prevent 

4. Ballot Instruction  

Add ballot instructions with the following text:  

Instructions:  TO VOTE, COMPLETELY FILL IN THE OVAL 
NEXT TO YOUR CHOICE. 
Use only a dark pen or pencil. If you make a mistake, don't hesitate to ask for a new 
ballot. If you erase or make other marks, your vote may not count. 
To vote for a candidate whose name is not printed on the ballot, fill in 
the oval, and write in the candidate's name on the blank line provided 
for a write-in candidate. 

Allow 

Online Ballot Instructions:  

1. Each race on the ballot will be presented to you 
2. To record your selection for a Proposition or Candidate click on the item 

you would like to select. 
3. To navigate through the ballot use the Next and Previous buttons located 

at the bottom. At any time you may exit the ballot by clicking the Review 
my Selections button when it is present.  

4. After marking your ballot, we will show you a summary of your selections 
where you will have one more chance to make changes. 

5. When done, you will be presented with options and specific instructions    
for returning the ballot to your elections department.  

 

Prevent 

Contest Instructions: To vote for the option of your choice, click on your selection If 
you make a mistake or want to change a vote, first click the selection you no longer 
want and click another option. 

Prevent 
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Question Instructions: To vote for the option of your choice, click on your selection 
If you make a mistake or want to change a vote, first click the selection you no 
longer want and click another option. 

Prevent 

5. Election Data Structure  

This election uses precinct level contests Prevent 

Use rotation tables to order box content Prevent 

Use rotation tables to order option content Prevent 

This election uses districts for contest mapping Prevent 

Order ballot content by districts first, then by content sequence Prevent 

Use district names as headers Prevent 

6. General Settings   

Ballot Style: Prevent 

o DRE   

o Ballot   

Online Ballot Marking Options: Prevent 

o Allow voter to choose   

o Go directly to online marking  

o Go directly to download  

Text 3 Position: Allow 

o Inline  

o Right  

Allow voter to 'Skip to Bottom'(ballot) or Select a  Contest  (DRE) Prevent 

Automatically populate candidate party into: Allow 

o Do not populate party. I will manage this in my data imports  

o Text position 2 (right under candidate name)  

o Text Position 3  

Write-In label: Write-In Prevent 

Write-in List Title: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Lookup Method: Voter Registration Prevent 

Timeout Message:  You are about to be signed out due to inactivity. Prevent 

Timeout Time: 300 Prevent 

7. Internal Settings  

String: ob/return Prevent 

8. Online Marking Rules  

Alert Style: Prevent 

o Inline   

o Prompt  

Allow Crossover Voting Prevent 

Warn on No Vote  Prevent 

No Vote Warning: You have not made a choice. If this is your intent please click the 
OK button. 

Prevent 

Warn on Undervote  Prevent 
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Undervote Warning: You have undervoted for this %type. If this is your intent 
please click the OK button. 

Prevent 

Prevent Over voting  Prevent 

Prevent Over Voting Warning: You have tried to over vote for this %type. Please 
unmark your current selection before making another. 

Prevent 

Do not allow voter to continue with over vote  Prevent 

Continue with over vote message - Empty Text Box Prevent 

Warn voter on over vote: N/A Prevent 

Over vote Warning - Empty Text Box Prevent 

Warn if Write-In is blank - Empty Text Box Prevent 

Blank Write-In Message -Empty Text Box Prevent 

9. Ballot PDF Settings  

Include 2D barcode on ballot Prevent 

Include unique id on ballot Prevent 

Next ID to print on the downloaded ballots : Null Prevent 

Type of ballot to return: LiveBallot PDF  Prevent 

Special instructions for PDF Layout: Empty Text Box Prevent 

10. Email  

Allow email return Prevent 

Email Instructions: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Email Download Package: LiveBallot Default Email Package Prevent 

11. Fax  

Allow fax return  Prevent 

Fax Instructions: Click continue to download a fax return package. Your ballot return 
package will include important return information as well as your ballot. Please 
follow the instructions provided in your download package to return your ballot. 

Allow 

Fax Download Package: LiveBallot Default Fax Package  Allow 

12. General Return Settings  

Return Complete Message: At County Discretion Allow 

Contact Information Allow 

Clear session redirect: home Prevent 

13. Mail  

Allow Mail Return  Prevent 

Mail Instructions: Click continue to download a mail return package. Your ballot 
return package will include important return information as well as your ballot. 
Please follow the instructions provided in your download package to return your 
ballot. 

Allow 

Mail Download Package: LiveBallot Default Mail Package Allow 

14. Ballot Tracker  

Ballot Tracker Message: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Ballot Status Labels (Array Values Not Supported Now) Prevent 

15. Voter Guide Settings  

Voter Guide enabled for this election Prevent 
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Integrate with Online Ballot Prevent 

Provide Voter Guide as its own page Prevent 

Use Online Ballot instructions text instead of Voter Guide default Prevent 

Voter Guide Contest Instructions: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Voter Guide Question Instructions: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Voter guide color scheme: Prevent 

o Red   

o Neutral  

Default candidate profile section: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Default box profile section: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Show a link to download the full voter guide Prevent 

Label for full voter guide link: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Label for reference sheet download: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Label for link at the bottom of Voter Guide: Empty Text Box Prevent 

URL for link at the bottom of Voter Guide: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Lookup Method: Prevent 

o Address Lookup  

o Precinct  

o Voter Registration   

16. Project Vote Smart  

Project Vote Smart Election: Null Prevent 

PVS Guide Source: Empty Text Box Prevent 

17. Advanced Settings  

Use Voter Registration from different election Prevent 

Date format used in VR data Allow 

Lookup by direct ballot style comparison Prevent 

Use Wildcard Lookup   Prevent 

18. Auto VR Settings  

Auto VR Settings Prevent 

19. Mapping  

Array (Array Values Not Supported Right Now) Prevent 

20. Precinct Mapping - Unregistered Voter Handling  

Allow the voter who is unable to login send a message Prevent 

Message to show to the user: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Voter Not Found Message: At County Discretion Allow 

21. Voter Registration Settings  

Inactive Voter Value: No value Prevent 

FOB Voter Value: FOB Prevent 

Inactive Voter Message: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Allow inactive voter to continue Prevent 

Where should the Inactive Voter Warning message be placed? Prevent 

o Start of Voting Process  

o End of Voting Process  
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Voter Lookup Intro:  Empty Text Box Allow 

Voter Lookup Fields: Prevent 

o First Name   

o Middle Name  

o Last Name   

o Birth Date   

o Residence Address 1 (house number)  

o PIN  

o Last 4 of SSN  

o County Selection  

Redirect to child account at login  Prevent 

Force voter confirmation  Prevent 

Require access code Prevent 

Access Code: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Voter Registration Link: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Link Text: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Voter Registration Message: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Absentee Link: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Link Text: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Absentee Message: Empty Text Box Prevent 

Enable sample voters for testing  Allow 

22. Voter Types  

Prompt the voter to confirm their voter type from the options below Prevent 

Question to display to voter: Active duty military (and their spouse or dependents 
residing with them) and overseas voters are permitted to use this system to obtain 
and complete their ballot. To proceed, please select your eligibility status from the 
following: 

Prevent 

Voter type options (Array Values Not Supported Right Now) Prevent 

Voter type methods (Array Values Not Supported Right Now) Prevent 
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Conduct of Tests / Findings 
Elections used for this testing effort were: 
 

County Election System Election  

St. Lucie GEMS 2012 Primary 

Miami-Dade Unity 2006 General 

 
The elections included partisan and non-partisan races, closed primary races, Universal Primary races, 
split precincts, multiple language ballots and multiple page ballots. 
 
The BVSC used the LiveBallot to create test elections for the two election management systems used in 
the examination.  The following details the test activities and findings for the LiveBallot System:  

1.  GEMS 

A. Used the LiveBallot website for the test election and to mark multiple ballots for the St. Lucie County 
2012 Primary Election, with ballots for Republican, Democratic and Non-Partisan parties in English. 

Expected Results:  The correct ballot should be displayed for each voter and their party.  

Findings:  LiveBallot displayed the correct ballot to the voter. 

B. Tested LiveBallot administrative options to import election data files, voter instruction files, a voter 
registration file, and to change text in the on-screen instructions. 

Expected Results:  Florida LiveBallot operations should not change because of county-created text.  
LiveBallot should properly display and/or print the county-uploaded files or county-defined text in 
place of the defaults. 

Findings:  The County can upload or change any or all of the forms, voter registration files, 
instructions, help files, etc. There were no issues with uploading new or revised voter registration files 
as needed. The file was verified, was displayed, and printed properly.  

While staff can make basic and quick edits to the official ballot content in LiveBallot, the data upload 
should be an exact match to the election definition. A risk exists when editing the official ballot 
content within LiveBallot. The content may not import correctly and the LiveBallot may not be an 
exact match to the official election ballot. Any changes or corrections should instead be finalized 
within the GEMS system and never in LiveBallot.  
 

C. Tested LiveBallot with files created from the BVSC GEMS system. 

Expected Results:  The LiveBallot should accurately function using election files obtained from the 
voting system servers. 

Findings: LiveBallot created the election information correctly.  
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D. Marked ballots for voters of different parties and precincts.  Some of the races were undervoted and 
some were fully voted. LiveBallot prevents overvoting a race, so ballots with overvotes were not 
produced. 

Expected Results:  A voter should be able to review his or her candidate selections before the ballot 
is finalized and printed.  The review should warn the voter about undervoted races. 

Findings:  The review page allows the voter to review selections before proceeding to the download 
page.  The review page notifies the voter that ‘No Selection’ was made for an undervoted race.  The 
voter can return to the ballot marking page and change any selection before finalizing the ballot.  The 
voter can finalize and print the ballot containing the voter’s selections.  

E. Examined whether a user could log into multiple, consecutive sessions using the same voter 
credentials.  

Expected Results:  A voter can terminate his or her session at any time and log into another voting 
session on the same election with the same credentials.  Vote selections should not be saved between 
sessions.   

Findings:  The software application does not save the voter’s selections between sessions.  Once a 
voter has exited the application, the voter is able to log into the election again. 

2. Unity Voting System  

A. Used the LiveBallot website to mark multiple ballots for the Miami-Dade 2006 General Election, with 
ballots in English, Spanish and Haitian Creole. 

Expected Results:  The correct ballot should be displayed for each voter with all languages available 
as required.  

Findings:  LiveBallot displayed the correct ballot to the voter with all three languages present on the 
ballot. 

B. Tested LiveBallot administrative options to import election data files, voter instruction files, voter 
registration file, and change text of on-screen instructions. 

Expected Results:  Florida LiveBallot operations should not change because of county-created text.  
LiveBallot should properly display and/or print the county-uploaded files or county-defined text in 
place of the defaults. 

Findings: If staff attempts to import voting system text (.txt) files, rather than rich text format (.rtf) 
files, into the county administration module of LiveBallot, the uploaded text from an 
amendment/referendum may not properly or completely import. While the current documentation 
instructs the user to gather all .rtf files and does not reference .txt files, the following error message 
is displayed in the ballot review window with the attempted import of .txt files:  “Neither the RTF or 
the TXT file was found.”  BVSC notified Democracy Live of this issue and they resolved this by removing 
‘TXT’ from the error message and updating their documentation to instruction the user to convert any 
TXT to RTF before uploading.  
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While staff can make basic and quick edits to the official ballot content in LiveBallot, the data upload 
should be an exact match to the election definition. A risk exists when editing the official ballot 
content within LiveBallot. The content may not import correctly and the LiveBallot may not be an 
exact match to the official election ballot. Any changes or corrections should instead be finalized 
within the Unity system and never in LiveBallot.  
 
Users have the option of saving elections reports on the Unity voting system server with either .txt or 
.rtf files and this error message implies that either file type will allow the election administrator to 
proceed if either of these file extensions is imported. BVSC has verified that Democracy Live has 
removed ‘TXT’ from the error message and updated the documentation to instruct the user to convert 
any TXT to RTF before uploading.  
 
Staff also observed, when gathering the District Relations and Office and Candidate Reports, that 
additional steps and options presented to the administrator exist that are not addressed in the 
LiveBallot documentation. BVSC recommends that the instructions explain to counties that the files 
must be either initially saved in Unity as .rtf files or they must be converted to .rtf before import and 
that the additional steps when gathering the District Relations and Office and Candidate reports be 
appropriately outlined for the election administrator. Democracy Live has updated the 
documentation to instruct the user to convert any TXT to RTF before uploading.  

The county can upload or change any or all of the forms, voter registration files, instructions, help 
files, etc. There were no issues with uploading new or revised voter registration files as needed. The 
file was verified, was displayed, and printed properly. 

C. Tested LiveBallot with files created from the BVSC Unity system. 
 

Expected Results:  The LiveBallot should accurately function using election files obtained from the 
voting system servers. 

Findings: LiveBallot created the election information correctly.  

D. Marked ballots for voters of different parties and precincts.  Some of the races were undervoted and 
some were fully voted. LiveBallot prevents overvoting a race, so ballots with overvotes were not 
produced. 

Expected Results:  A voter should be able to review his or her candidate selections before the ballot 
is finalized and printed.  The review should warn the voter about undervoted races. 

Findings:  The review page allows the voter to review selections before proceeding to the download 
page.  The review page notifies the voter that ‘No Selection’ was made for undervoted race.  The voter 
can return to the ballot marking page and change any selection before finalizing the ballot.  The voter 
can finalize and print the ballot of the voter’s selections.  

E. Examined whether a user could log into multiple, consecutive sessions using the same voter 
credentials.  
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Expected Results:  A voter can terminate his or her session at any time and log in to another voting 
session on the same election with the same credentials.  Vote selections should not be saved between 
sessions.   

Findings:  The software application does not save the voter’s selections between sessions.  Once a 
voter has exited the application, the voter is able to log into the election again. 

Test Results Summary 

The BVSC examined the LiveBallot voter interface and noted no issues in the selection, display, or contents 
of any ballot presented to the voter.  User instructions, voter certifications and labels displayed properly, 
including both the defaults and changes made by the county.  The BVSC found that all ballots were 
correctly marked with the voter’s selections. The printed ballots also confirmed to the voter’s selections. 

 
The LiveBallot county administration application allows a county to administer/implement an election 
without assistance from the vendor.  The electronic ballots created in testing correctly reflect the data 
that was exported from the county’s election management system with the exception of the noted issue 
with the .rtf and .txt files from the Unity election.  
 
 

Recommendations 
BVSC staff recommends interim approval for LiveBallotTM, Version 1.9.1., for use in Florida by counties 
that use the GEMS or Unity systems. The approval is only valid through the end of the calendar year 2014. 
 
During testing, BVSC made the following recommendations: 

1. Modify the documentation to direct the user to save any text files in Unity as .rtf instead of .txt. 
If not, those files will need to be converted to .rtf by the user before importing into LiveBallot. 
Democracy Live resolved this by updating the documentation to instruct the user to convert any 
TXT to RTF before uploading.  (see Appendix A)  

 
2. Remove the “TXT” from the error message that reads “Neither the RTF or the TXT filed was found” 

whenever a user imports a Unity .txt. As noted previously, if a .txt is imported instead of an .rtf, 
the text will not display in the ballot review in LiveBallot or on the actual ballot. Democracy Live 
resolved this by removing ‘TXT’ from the error message. (see Appendix A) 

 
BVSC notes that future versions, if submitted, need to: 

1. Add detailed information and documentation for gathering the election data files needed from 
the Unity system. The District Relations and Office and Candidate Reports currently have options 
available to choose from when creating the report. No references in the documentation exist 
concerning which choices, if any, should be selected from the options presented.  
 

2. Remove the function that allows ballot edits or revisions at the Online Ballot Data Review/Ballot 
Review stage for the GEMS and Unity systems. BVSC has made this recommendation previously 
during the testing period of earlier versions of the systems but it is now formalized as a direction 
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in this report. In the future, the editing function should be limited to allow the official election 
ballot to only be edited from within the GEMS or Unity system and then re-imported into 
LiveBallot.  

 
BVSC staff did not otherwise encounter errors during testing that would preclude a recommendation of 
approval.  

 
 

Conclusion 
Examination results affirm that the LiveBallotTM, Version 1.9.1, meet the requirements of the Florida 
Statutes and Rules, including the Florida Voting System Standards and the Florida Electronic Ballot 
Delivery System specifications.  BVSC recommends interim approval for LiveBallotTM, Version 1.9.1., for 
use by Florida counties using the GEMS or Unity systems. The approval is only valid through the end of 
the calendar year 2014. This electronic ballot delivery system is approved for this interim so that 
counties who have already received Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP) grants for these systems 
can proceed with these grants. However, as noted in the report, no future versions submitted for 
approval shall include the functionality of being able to edit the official election ballot from LiveBallotTM 
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Appendix A: Unity .rtf and .txt file error 
Examples of the Unity .rtf reports error: 

1. Documentation requires .rtf files: 

Gather .rtf Files 

i. Navigate to the following directory:  ../UNITY/EDM/ElectionName/ElectionName to find 
the .RTF files. 

ii. Sort the directory by file type, and select and copy all the .rtf files into a new folder named 
RTF Files. 

iii. Create a new folder called RTF 
iv. Save all the .rtf files to the new RTF folder 

Add the RTF folder to the Election Folder 

 

 
2. If the files are saved as .txt in the Unity system and are imported as such, the user will receive the 

following error: 
 

 

 

3. Updated Documentation requires .rtf files: 

 
 Gather .rtf Files  

i. Navigate to the following directory:  ../UNITY/EDM/ElectionName/ElectionName to 
find the .RTF files. 

ii. Sort the directory by file type, and select and copy all the .rtf files into a new folder 
named RTF Files. (Contest text may be stored in .txt files. If you have any text in .txt files, 
first copy the .txt files to the RTF Files folder. Then convert all .txt files to .rtf.)  

iii. Create a new folder called RTF 
iv. Save all the .rtf files to the new RTF folder 
v. Add the RTF folder to the Election Folder 
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4. Updated Error Message: 
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Appendix B: Electronic Ballot Delivery Specifications 
        Florida Electronic Ballot Delivery System Specifications: 

 
 
 
 

Florida Electronic Ballot Delivery System 
Specifications 

 

Version 2 
March 19, 2013 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Florida Department of State 
Division of Elections 

Bureau of Voting Systems Certification 
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Release History 
 

Version Date Author Revisions 

1 April 5, 2012 David Drury Initial Release 

2 March 19, 2013 Jim Halter Edit for clarity 

Purpose: This document is a compilation and summary of the requirements for an electronic ballot 
delivery system (EBDS) found in the Florida Statutes, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.) 
rules, and the Voting System Standards. 

 
Scope: This specification is intended to assist interested parties in understanding the Florida 

Statures, F.A.C. Rules, and Voting System Standards as they pertain to Electronic Ballot 
Delivery Systems. This document is neither definitive nor is it controlling authority. It is 
believed to be correct as of the date of publication. In case of any conflict between this 
document and other sources, the Florida Statutes and the F.A.C. Rules are the controlling 
authority  

 
Discussion: An Electronic Ballot Delivery System is an option for Florida counties to provide electronic 

ballot access for use with absentee military voters and overseas (UOCAVA) voters. Florida 
counties can also use EBDS as an alternate format for accessible access to voters having 
a disability (Section 101.662, Florida Statutes). EBDS requires an examination and 
approval by Florida Division of Elections (FLDoE) prior to sale or use within the state. 
Approval of EBDS may be limited to unique voter groups as specified in F.A.C. rules, 
Florida Statutes, and/or Federal grants. 

 
The voter can electronically mark their votes and print out the marked ballot, or can 

optionally print out the blank ballot and mark the printed ballot by hand. The voter can 
return their marked ballot and voter certification by either mail or fax. Any other means 
to transfer the EBDS ballot are governed under F.A.C. rules, if allowed.  

 
EBDS ballots are not official marksense ballots. A county election official must 

duplicate the voter’s choices from the EBDS ballot onto the county’s official ballot for use 
with a marksense tabulator. EBDS may include the use a 2D barcode method that contains 
the voter’s choices for use with a ballot-on-demand (BOD) system to allow transfer of the 
voter’s choices onto the county’s official ballot without human duplication. Please note, 
however, that canvassing of these ballots is still required and ballot duplication will be 
open to the public, per statute (s. 101.5614, F.S.). 

 
A Florida county must be able to setup, administer, operate, and maintain the EBDS 

without assistance from the vendor. A county may contract with the vendor of an EBDS 
to perform any or all of these services, at the county’s option.  
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Requirements: An EBDS shall allow a Florida county to produce the electronic election and ballot 
definition without assistance from the vendor. 

 
An EBDS shall allow a Florida county to perform all processes to setup, administer, 
operate, and maintain the EBDS, or to create, publish, or administer an election in the 
EBDS, without assistance from the vendor.  

 
The election and ballot definition shall be created within the county’s Election 
Management System (EMS).  

 
Election and ballot definition information shall be exported from the county’s EMS for 
import into the EBDS. 

 
Once exported from the EMS, the election definition shall not be changed. Any needed 
changes in the election definition must be made in the county’s EMS. 

 
EBDS shall have a method to allow access to voters with a disability.  
 
EBDS ballot shall not contain the voter’s identification, or any information which would 
allow someone to identify the person who marked the ballot. 

 
If present, the optional 2D barcode on the EBDS ballot shall contain the identical votes as 
visually displayed of the voter’s choices on the EBDS ballot.  

 
If present, the optional 2D barcode shall not contain the voter’s identification, or any 
information which would allow someone to identify the person who marked the ballot. 

 
Verification:  EBDS must satisfy the minimum required specifications in two major sections; county 

administration and voter interaction. In addition, EBDS must satisfy the required 
specifications for automatic ballot duplication using a barcode, if available. There are no 
required specifications for EBDS auditing or tracking services.  

 
County administration:  

 Provides a macro-level description of EBDS.  
o Provides EBDS process flow.  
o Identifies the level of election official’s education and computer skill.  
o Identifies any allowable accesses to EBDS (e.g., smart phones), and any limitations.  
o Identifies the capability for assistive technology (e.g., display reader).  
o Identifies any limitations for size of the paper ballot.  
o Optional - allows a barcode of vote selections on the ballot and defines its location and 

content.  

 Provides a micro-level description of EBDS for setup. 
o List of minimum required voting system files for uploading data into EBDS.  
o Description of the voter registration file format.  

 Method for voter authentication login.  
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 List of limitations for voter’s name (e.g., multiple last name, hyphenated names, 
numeric suffixes, and special characters).  

o Method for uploading required Florida voter instructions.  
o Method for uploading required Florida voter certifications. 
o Method for uploading text with multiple languages.  

 Maximum text length.  
 Fonts with strike through and underline.  
 Maximum number of languages available. 

o Optional files: 
 County icon or other graphic file.  
 Informational text files.  
 Help files.  

 Provides a micro-level description that allows an election official to produce EBDS ballots.  
o Method to upload the required voting system files.  
o Provide the capability for precinct splits.  

 Provide a method to upload the voter registration file. 
o Step by step instructions for creating the voter credentials. 
o Instructions for uploading the voter credentials. 
o Instructions for updating the voter credentials. 

 Step by step instructions for creating the election definition and/or ballot styles. 
o Step by step instructions for creating a ballot template, if applicable. 

 Location of the title. 
 Location of the voter instruction. 
 Contest order. 
 Contest demarcation method. 
 Location of the voter targets. 
 Method to select text font and font size on the paper ballot. 

o Step by step instructions for a closed primary election. 
 Step by step instructions for creating a county-wide universal primary contest 

(UPC). 
 Step by step instructions for creating a district-wide UPC. 

o Step by step instructions for a general election. 
 Step by step instructions for a write-in. 
 Step by step instructions for a multiple write-ins in a contest. 

o Method to create an election with multiple languages. 
o Method for adding an optional barcode, if available. 
o Method to verify the election definition or verify the ballot styles. 
o Method to publish the election.  

Voter interaction:  

 Provides a micro-level description of voter access and assistive technology.  
o Method to log in with voter’s choice language from multiple languages.  

 Method for accessing a suspended voter session. 

 Method to prevent keeping a ballot from a previous session.  
 Method for preventing access to the session data after completing the session. 
 Method for verifying the correct precinct and ballot. 

 Provides a means to select a choice. 
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o Method for toggling or deselecting a choice. 
o Method for preventing an overvote selection. 
o Method for providing information that a contest has an undervoted contest.  
o Method for selecting a write-in. 

 Method for typing the candidate’s name. 
o Method for the voter to review the selections on the ballot. 

 Method to allow changing selections before printout the ballot. 
 Method to printout the ballot or capture the printout file. 

o Verify the optional barcode matches the EBDS ballot’s vote selections. 
o Verify the optional barcode does not contain any information which could be used to 

identify the voter of a particular ballot.  
 
 

Optional automatic ballot duplication, if available:  
 
For EBDS service:  

 Provides a micro-level description of the barcode.  
 
For BOD service:  

 Provides a micro-level description of utilizing a barcode. 
o List of equipment for automatic ballot duplication. 

 Provides a source code for use with the automatic ballot duplication. 

 Provides the executable software. 
o Controlled software configuration management. 
o Method to install the executable. 
o Method to verify the installed executable. 

 Method of filling in the voter target and tolerance beyond the target, if any. 
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Appendix C: Ballot Examples 
        Example of the GEMS LiveBallot printed ballot: 
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Examples 
of Unity 
LiveBallot 
printed 
ballot 
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